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May 3, 2020

Welcome to this week's issue of Pobal an Oghaim, The Ogham Community
newsletter. In this issue we share our Collection of the Week (while raising

a glass or two), teach you how to say the days of the week in Irish, and
take a moment for this somber week in Irish history. 

We visit Clare, "The Banner County".  And we remind you, "It's not a
skirt!" with our friends at American Highlander Kilts.

Thanks for reading! 

OGHAM ART COLLECTION OF THE WEEK

Our Collection of the Week has you raising a toast, then putting it down safely on your
furniture! Our 6 oz. powder-coated stainless steel flask is available in green or black. Our set

of 6 round bamboo coasters comes with its own holder.

Save 20% on our Ogham Barware with coupon code SLAINTE20. 

Shop Ogham Barware

GOT GAEILGE?

Lately, it's been hard to keep track of which day it is.  They all just blend into each other
in this time of social distancing, stay-at-home orders, long essential hours,

homeschooling, telecommuting, etc.  So we thought you might be interested in learning
how to say the days of the week in Irish.  Dane is very thorough in his explanation of
why Irish words are pronounced the way they are.  You can absolutely pick up some

overall Irish grammar, too!

GETTING SOCIAL WITH OGHAM ART

We have good fun with our Ogham Art logo on social media.  We often switch out the
triple spiral in the center for a nod to a holiday, observance, or celebration. Check out

the craic!  

Ogham Art Logo Facebook Album

You can also find Ogham Art on....

IRISH COUNTY OF THE WEEK

Celebratory and shareable graphics for all of the counties of Ireland.  Up Clare! 

(SPOILER ALERT: Next week is Cork.)

Shop Ogham County Bumper Stickers

Songs of County Clare

OUR VENDOR FAMILY SPOTLIGHT

Pobal an Oghaim spotlights all of the amazing Celtic vendors we have met in our 9+ years on the
road. This week we feature American Highlander Kilts of New Jersey. 

Shop online at www.americanhighlander.com 
Check out their breathable tartan face masks on sale for $9.99 and available in Irish National,

Black Watch, Grey Watch, and Pride of Scotland.  

THIS WEEK IN IRISH HISTORY

Stone Breakers' Yard, Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin

"All changed, changed utterly: A terrible beauty is born." W.B. Yeats wrote of the magnificent
tragedy of the Rising in his poem, Easter, 1916.  From May 3 to May 12, 1916, fourteen men
were executed by the British for their role in the insurrection, including the 7 signatories of the
Proclamation of the Republic. It was these swift executions that began to sway Irish opinion of
the British and eventually lead to the Irish War of Independence in 1919.  

Learn More at the Easter Rising 100th Anniversary Facebook Page

#ShowUsYourOgham

By far our most favorite thing to see is our customers showing us their Ogham Art in
their own surroundings....on their walls, around their necks, in their bars.  We are

grateful to those who have shown us their Ogham.  If you would like to share how your
Ogham Art purchase or gift is faring in your life, please email us a pic at

info@oghamart.com! 

Thank you for taking the time to read our Pobal an Oghaim newsletter.  We hope that it
entertained, enlightened and engaged you in your relationship with Colleen & Chris at Ogham Art. 
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